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Learn Something!
Get inspired and motivated to get organized
Sign up to take 1 (or 2, 3, 4, 5...) of Tiffany’s FREE classes.
Get the details:
www.Totally-Tiffany.com/classes

Shop!
3 ways to find what you need

1. Shop by Craft supply types:
   Inks, Paper, Embossing Folders, etc.
   You’ll find our products arranged by type of craft supply at:
   www.Totally-Tiffany.com/craft-storage

2. Shop by Brand or product group:
   You’ll find a quick link to each of our 9 brands at:
   www.Totally-Tiffany.com/shop

3. Shop by ALL products:
   Prefer to scroll through all of our products?
   www.Totally-Tiffany.com/all-products

Prefer to talk to a human?
You’re welcome to call or email our customer service desk.
You can reach us at (235) 284-9200 or by email
CustomerService@ Totally-Tiffany.com
The ScrapRack is our flagship product line, introduced in 2003 it’s still the best paper crafting supply organizer in the industry. Choose the perfect storage pages and accessories to customize your ScrapRack Organizer to fit your personal supply collection. “Give up the dig and search for the Flip and FIND”, with The ScrapRack.

The ScrapRack Multicraft
The ScrapRack is the foundation of your organization system. Add the pages and dividers you need to create the perfect storage system for your crafting supplies. Use the 4 Section System to maximize your ScrapRack.

SKU: B11   UPC: 85556000116

The ScrapRack Expansion Base
The ScrapRack Expansion Base is used to add to an existing ScrapRack System. Bases link together with the provided velcro strap. The ScrapRack Expansion Base comes with 8 Spinders. It cannot be used alone.

SKU: B33   UPC: 85556000338

ScrapRack Dividers
The Dividers serve 3 major purposes: 1. Labeling categories, 2. Preventing page sag, and 3. Protecting the edges and corners of products

Dividers are available in a 5 pack (A22).
Basic Storage Pages

There are currently 14 designs available in our basic storage pages. All of these designs share the same 12.5” x 12.5” footprint, with varying pocket configurations. These pages are made of an incredibly durable lightweight plastic.

A crescent cut flap on each pocket helps to secure supplies while providing easy access. Individual designs are packaged with 10 pages per pack.

SuperSized Single
1 Pocket, 12” x 12”
SKU: P40(10pk) PV62(50pk)
UPC: 855556000406/855556000628

Vertical Double
2 Pockets, 6” x 12”
SKU: P80
UPC: 85556000802

Triple Play
3 Pockets, 4” x 12”
SKU: P67
UPC: 85556000673

Fabulous Four
4 Pockets, 6” x 6”
SKU: P42
UPC: 85556000420

Vertical Four
4 Pockets, 3” x 12”
SKU: P59
UPC: 85556000598

Fantastic Five
4 Pockets, 5” x 7”
1 Pocket, 1.5” x 1.5”
SKU: P72
UPC: 85556000727

Perfect Six
6 Pockets, 4” x 6”
SKU: P43
UPC: 85556000437

Straight Eight
8 Pockets, 3” x 6”
SKU: P66
UPC: 85556000666

Simply Squared
9 Pockets, 4” x 4”
SKU: P9-84
UPC: 713289193584

Trader’s Twelve
12 Pockets, 3” x 4”
SKU: P44
UPC: 85556000444
### Double-Sided Duo Storage Pages
Two designs are currently offered in the Double-Sided Duo (DSD) page category. Each design features a 12’’x12’’ pocket on the back side, with two options of pocket configurations on the front. These pages are made of the same material as our Basic Storage Pages.

Individual designs are packaged with 10 pages per pack.

#### Double Sided Duo 2x1
- 1 Pocket, 12’’x12’’ (back)
- 2 Pockets, 6’’x12’’ (front)

SKU: PD78
UPC: 855556000789

#### Double Sided Duo 4x1
- 1 Pocket, 12’’x12’’ (back)
- 1 Pockets, 4’’x12’’ (front)
- 1 Pocket, 6’’x8’’ (front)
- 2 Pockets, 4’’x6’’ (front)

SKU: PD79
UPC: 855556000796

### Specialty Storage Pages
 ScrapRack Specialty Storage pages are designed to accommodate more specific items than our Basic Storage pages. Each Specialty Page is made of a heavier gauge plastic and has unique features. Quantities vary by design.

#### Flippin’ Storage
Flippin’ Storage pages are layered with hinged pockets that “flip” to see the contents. There are six 4’’x 6’’ Flippin’ pockets on the top row and five 5” x 7” Flippin’ pockets on the bottom row, plus a clear cover and locking flap.

These pages are great for embossing folders, unmounted stamps, photos, embellishments, card blanks, completed cards, and more!

3 Flippin’ Storage pages per package.

SKU: P82
UPC: 855556000826
**Embellishment Pages**
The Embellishment pages are double-sided with 12 gusseted pockets on each side, for a total of 72 pockets to hold the bulkiest supplies. Each pocket (3”x4”) has a locking tab to keep contents secure. A large center pocket (9”x12”) allows for storage of border stickers, die-cuts and other big stuff.

Each package includes 3 double-sided, tabbed pages and 72 zip bags.

SKU: P50
UPC: 855556000505

**Side Loader Single**
The Side Loader Single pages are oversized 12” x 12” pockets, similar to our Super Sized Single pages. The difference is that these pockets are made of a heavier gauge plastic and will hold up to 25 sheets of paper. They also load from the side and have a large flap, making them a favorite for taking supplies on the road. If your ScrapRack is on a higher shelf, these side-loading pages can make access to your supplies a little easier than a top-loading page.

5 Side Loader Single pages per package.

SKU: P51
UPC: 855556000512

**Expanding Project Planner**
The Expanding Project Planner pages work great for planning projects…and so much more! Keep together kits and collections in these heavy-duty, gusseted, double-sided pages.

3 pockets on the front; 6”x12”, 6”x8”, 6”x4”
1 pocket on the back; 12”x12”

5 Expanding Project Planner pages per package.

SKU: P71
UPC: 855556000710

**Variety Page Packs**

![Variety Page Packs](image)

**26 Page Variety Pack**
This package includes:

- 6 - Super Sized Single Pages (P40)
- 4 - Fabulous Four Pages (P42)
- 4 - Perfect Six Pages (P43)
- 4 - Fantastic Five Pages (P72)
- 4 – Vertical Double Pages (P80)
- 2 - Double Sided Duo 2x1 Pages (PD78)
- 2 - Double Sided Duo 4x1 Pages (PD79)

Page pocket dimensions vary with each style listed above. Click on each link for detail.

SKU: PV26-3539
UPC: 713289193539

---
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ScrapRack Accessories

Canvas Craft Binders
Canvas Craft Binders are a convenient way to sort, store, and travel with your supplies. They are the perfect accessory to a ScrapRack and will hold up to 3 Spinders. Each Craft Binder comes with a sample set of pages, 1 removable spinder (3 ring section) and a shoulder strap.

The interior of each Canvas Craft Binder is outfitted with loops and pockets for pens and tools.

Colors vary
SKU: Varies with color
UPC: Varies with color

Shut Your Flap
Our Shut Your Flap sticky tabs were designed to help the flaps on your ScrapRack pages stay flat, but they're great for a BAZILLION other things as well – read more...

These cool little tabs are also a perfect way to label sections in a ScrapRack.

Available in 2 sizes – large and small
SKU: Large: SYFLG031; Small: SYFSM048
UPC: Large: 852540006031; Small: 852540006048

Dust Cover
This lightweight fabric dust cover is designed to protect the items stored in a ScrapRack from light and dust. Magnets in the hem hold the cover in place by sticking to the back panel of the ScrapRack.

SKU: A28
UPC: 855556000284

Spinder Binder (cover) or 12x12 Craft Supply Binder
The Spinder Binder is a simple, lightweight plastic cover that is designed to hold just one Spinder (sold separately). There is one strip of hook fabric down the inside spine of the binder to hold one Spinder in place. A single, full zipper secures your products neatly inside the binder. All ScrapRack brand pages and dividers fit in the Spinder Binder. The 12x12 Craft Supply Binder includes the Spinder (3 ring section.)

SKU: SDRBDR
UPC:852540006376

12x12 Craft Supply Storage Binder (spinder included)
SKU: WBDRSPR
UPC: 707129212726

Spinder Sleeves
These easy-to-use plastic tubes slide onto the top ring of spinders that have been over-loaded to bridge the “gap”. Keeps pages from slipping out.

SKU: SSL1457
UPC: 707129212535
5 Drawer Supply Case

Our Stash and Store 5 Drawer Supply Case is 4.25” wide, 12.5” tall, and 14” deep. These cases can stand alone, or they can be used in most “cube” style shelving. 3 cases will usually fill 1 “cube” – measure your cubes to be sure.

Originally designed to hold washi tape these little drawers are perfect for all types of craft supplies, inks, embellishments, markers and more. Each drawer has a divider that can be removed to create even more space.

Remove the dividers and you can store everything from pearl powders to rulers and paint brushes. Each drawer will hold up to 35 rolls of washi tape.

SKU: SNS2-DSC
UPC: 855556000079

EZ2Organize

The EZ2 Organize product line is designed to help crafters maximize their organization at home. These products can also be easily transported to crafting events. Each of the products in the EZ2O line is named after a crafting friend of ours. We know they’ll be your crafting buddies, too.

Meet the Buddy Bags

Each of the Buddy Bags is a true Multi-Tasker. The key to their success – lightweight interior liner trays. These give the Buddies their stability and help to keep your supplies under control.
**Monica**
The Monica Organizer is a hard one to label. Is she for photos? Ink pads? Paints? Project Life cards? YES! Monica can do it all!
(Photos, card-based scrapbooking, inks, and more)
SKU: BSFP-SNG04
UPC: 855556000000

**Edna**
She'll help you round up all your wild ribbon or corral your square style distress inks.
(Ribbons, Distress inks, QQ inks, Stickles, Anna Griffin Embossing plates, stamps, general craft supplies and so much more)
SKU: BSFP-SNG05
UPC: 855556000017

**Gail**
Gail is a buddy for all the mixed media artists. Paints, sprays and stains line up so neatly. Perfect to store, so simple to use, a natural for on the go.
(Mists, sprays, paint bottles, daubers, ink pads, and more)
SKU: FP-SNG06
UPC: 855556000024

**Teresa**
Everyone’s favorite, she’ll hold up to 10 small glitter glue or ink bottles.
(Stickles, Liquid Pearls, alcohol inks, glitter glue, re-inkers, glitter and more)
SKU: BSFP-SNG07
UPC: 855556000031

**Shelly**
If you love Washi Tape or glitter ribbon, Shelly will be your best friend. Holds up to 20 rolls of washi tape.
(Washi tape, small ribbon rolls, 1” square ink pads, and more)
SKU: BSFP-SNG08
UPC: 855556000154
**Debra**
The perfect pen organizer. Stand Debra up while you’re using your pens, lay her flat for proper pen storage.

(Pens, markers, pencils, gelatos, Copic, Spectrum Noir, tools, and more)

SKU: BSFP-SNG09  
UPC: 85555600055

---

**Sue**
The Sue Organizer is the perfect place to store your larger ink pads. Designed to hold an entire family of Stampin’ Up! ink pads (10 ink pads), Sue is the perfect size for so many other craft supplies.

(Stampin’ Up! inks, ribbon, Nuvo Dots, glue/pop dots, and so much more!)

SKU: BSFP-SNG10  
UPC: 852540006246

---

**Irene**
So versatile! This buddy bag has 2 strips of hook fabric for an adjustable closure. Irene will hold 10 CTMH ink pads (styles prior to 10/16) or 16 Powder Puff inks.

(Impress pads: CTMH, QQ/Powder Puff, Tim Holtz Distress, plus so much more!)

SKU: BSFP-SNG12  
UPC: 852540006260

---

**Karen**
The Karen Buddy Bag is perfect for storing all of your cards and card making supplies together. Standard card sizes from A2 up to 5”x7” and 6”x6” easily fit into the Karen Bag.

(Cards, dies, acrylic stamps, stencils, embossing folders, and more)

SKU: SNGBAG13-3713  
UPC: 713289193713
**Crazy for Card Making Set**  
If you’re crazy for card making, you’ll love this set. Our super popular Karen Buddy Bag comes loaded with 5 Stamp Storage Pockets and 5 Sticky Die Storage Cards. Perfect for storing all your coordinated card making supplies together. Additional pockets and cards are available separately.  
(Cards, dies, acrylic stamps, stencils, embossing folders, and more)  
SKU: SNG13  
UPC:82540006055

**Stamp Pocket**  
This add-on pack is designed to add to the Crazy For Card Making set or Karen Buddy Bag, sold separately. Includes 5 tabbed Stamp/Storage Pockets.  
Pockets are: 7.25” x 5.25”  
(Stamps, embellishments, die cuts, bits & pieces)  
SKU: SP5PK  
UPC: 852540006086

**5x7 Magnetic Sheets – set of 5**  
Add these sheets to our 5x7 Stamp Pockets or to your ScrapRack pages to create a perfect die storage system.  
SKU: MAG5x6-3492  
UPC: 713289193492

**Die Storage Cards**  
The Die Storage Cards – 5pk is designed to work with our Crazy for Card Making set or Karen Buddy Bag, sold separately. These are tabbed, double-sided sticky cards with a clear overlay. Press your thin metal dies onto the sticky surface and cover with the overlay. Simple!  
(Thin metal dies)  
SKU: DC5PK  
UPC: 852540006079
**Dawn**
The Dawn Organizer is great for all the “little things”. Gelatos, adhesives, inks – Dawn will keep them upright, separate, and organized in her 4 interior trays.

(Gelatos, inks, adhesives, Stickles)

SKU: BSFP-SNG14
UPC: 852540006796

**Barbara**
Barbara was designed to hold 10 of the Close To My Heart (CTMH) magnetic ink pads, but as with all things Totally-Tiffany, she’s much more versatile than just that! Two large interior trays and a height of 5.5” makes her a great organizer for so many things.

(CTMH inks, Mists, Copic refills)

SKU: BSFP-SNG15
UPC: 852540006802

**Brandy**
The Brandy Organizer is for rulers. No, you don’t have to own a crown to use it – just put all your craft rulers, knitting needles, border templates, and other long tools in this smart Buddy Bag. The interior tray slides out for easy access.

(Rulers, border templates, knitting needles)

SKU: BSFP-SNG16
UPC: 852540006819

**Terri**
Terri is your girl for long, double-tipped craft markers like Tombow, Artist Loft, and more. Roll back the lid to use, then close it up and lay Terri on her side so your markers are stored horizontal.

(Long markers, paint brushes, other crafting tools)

SKU: BSFP-SNG17
UPC: 852540006826
**Denise**
The Denise buddy bag is the perfect die & stamp organizer. Designed to organize your metal dies and unmounted stamps for at home or on the go. Includes 3 inner trays for even more structure and organization possibilities.

(Dies & stamps)

SKU: BSFP-SNG18
UPC: 852540006925

---

**Leanne**
The Leanne buddy bag is perfect for storing those small but heavy craft items. It is designed to organize a variety of craft tools ranging from scissors & punches, to bottles of paint and sprays.

(small glue gun, heat tools, scissors, paint)

SKU: BSFP-SNG19
UPC: 852540006956

---

**Katya**
The Katya buddy bag is your new go-to for organizing your small dies, embossing folders and stamp sets. Use our Small Die & Stamp Pockets and Shut Your Flap tabs to create a clear file box of organized supplies.

(dies, embossing folders, stamp sets)

SKU: BSFP-SNG20
UPC: 713289193591

---

**1” Stamp & Punch, Store & Go Bag**
The Single-Sided Stamp & Punch, Store & Go Bag has a convenient slide-out tray. Perfect for wood mounted stamps and small punches.

SKUL A38
UPC: 855556000383
**Punch Pack 1.5”**
The perfect solution for punch storage. Each Punch Pack features a slide-out tray. The 1.5” deep Punch Pack is ideal for medium sized punches.

SKU: PUPKSSG-13
UPC: 852540006130

**Punch Pack 2”**
The perfect solution for punch storage. Each Punch Pack features a slide-out tray. The 2” deep Punch Pack is great for larger punches.

SKU: PNPKSSG-14
UPC: 852540006147

**Double-Sided Stamp, Store & Go Bag**
Simplify your wood stamp organization and storage by creating a library of stamps with our Double-Sided Stamp Store & Go bag. Once your stamps are loaded into the trays you can stand these bags vertically on a shelf.

SKU: SSG-17
UPC: 855556000178

**Lois**
This All-Event Tote really lives up to its name. Lois is the perfect tote for carrying your filled Buddy Bags to an event, your jacket to a stadium, picnic supplies to the park, or your Ditto Tool Tote to a class. You’ll LOVE this Buddy!

(Crafting, sport events, picnics, travel)

SKU: CLRTOTE
UPC: 852540006833
**Lois 2.0**
This All-Event Tote is now even better! The Lois 2.0 event & crop tote has a reinforced bottom panel and partial fabric sides that come in 4 color options. Lois 2.0 is the perfect tote for carrying your filled Buddy Bags to an event, picnic supplies to the park, or your Ditto Tool Tote to a class. You’ll LOVE this Buddy!
(Crafting, sport events, picnics, travel)
SKU: Varies with color
UPC: Varies with color

**Laura 2.0**
The Laura 2.0 is the ultimate Pack Master for taking everything from Buddy Bags to 12x12 craft supplies to your events! The Laura 2.0 has a clear vinyl top which allows you to see inside the bag, double zipper pulls, silver interior lining and an adjustable shoulder strap. Plus, with 4 colors to choose from, you’ll be able to match your Laura Tote to your other Totally-Tiffany organizers.
(Crafting, shopping, travel)
SKU: Varies with color
UPC: Varies with color

**Ditto – Double-Sided Tabletop Tool Organizer**
The Tool Organizer you’ve been dreaming of! Use it on your desk split open, fold it closed to carry it where you need to go. Holds everything you need but designed so nothing is hidden. No more losing your supplies in deep pockets or wondering where your tools are.
Colors vary
SKU: Varies by color
UPC: Varies by color
The Totally-Tiffany Craft Room

A place for everything, and everything in its place!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Buddy Bags</td>
<td>p7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fab Files - 4x6 to 12x18</td>
<td>p17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Store &amp; Go Bags</td>
<td>p12 &amp; 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pen &amp; Ink Palace</td>
<td>p26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ditto - Double Sided Tool Tote</td>
<td>p14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stash &amp; Store boxes</td>
<td>p7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Companion Cart</td>
<td>p22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Album Storage Boxes</td>
<td>p19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Embossing Station</td>
<td>p25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4 Level Supply Stadium</td>
<td>p27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Pen &amp; Ink Palace</td>
<td>p26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Tool Tower</td>
<td>p26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>6 Level Supply Stadium</td>
<td>p27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Hot Glue Gun Holder</td>
<td>p25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rotating Design Boards</td>
<td>p24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The ScrapRack</td>
<td>p2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Paper Handlers</td>
<td>p20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fab Files**

Fab Files are convenient, snap-closed plastic boxes designed to organize everything from 4”x6” photos to 12”x18” construction paper projects. Most come with plastic file folders or pockets for organizing and labeling the contents.

---

### 4x6 Fab File - Small

This is going to be your go-to for photos, card blanks, completed cards, embossing folders, recipes, the possibilities are endless! Fab Files are designed to be small and manageable. At only 3.25” wide, this file is small enough to grab-n-go.

Includes 1 box, 6 plastic file folders, 6 notecard inserts, 6 label stickers

(Photos, cards, embossing folders, 4”x6” supplies)

SKU: SM28-FF4x6
UPC:  852540006284

---

### 5x7 Fab File - Medium

The Medium Fab File is designed for 5”x7” supplies. It’s perfect for larger photos, embossing folders, cards, stencils, unmounted stamp sets, and so much more. Includes 1 box, 6 plastic file folders, 6 notecard inserts, 6 label stickers

(Embossing folders, acrylic stamp sets, cards, stencils, photos, and more)

SKU: MD29-FF5x7
UPC:  852540006291

---

### 6x6 Fab File

The ideal place to sort and store your 6”x6” scrapbooking supplies, stamp sets, stencils, and more.

Included with the 6x6 Fab File are 5 clear plastic tabbed pockets and labeling stickers.

(6x6 paper stacks, 6x6 album supplies, acrylic stamp sets, stencils, and more)

Additional file pockets also available.

SKU: SXS-FF
UPC: 852540006499
8x8 Fab File
The ideal place to sort and store your 8x8” scrapbooking supplies, templates, larger embossing folders, and more.

Included with the 8x8 Fab File are 5 clear plastic tabbed pockets and labeling stickers. (8x8 paper stacks, 8x8 album supplies, acrylic stamp sets, stencils, and more)

Additional file pockets also available.

SKU: EXE-FF
UPC:852540006505

A4 / 8.5x11 Fab File - Large
Great for memento storage and A4 or 8.5 x 11” paper storage as well as general home office use. Includes 5 clear plastic tabbed pockets and labeling stickers.

(Paper, cardstock, projects, mementos, household documents)

Additional File pockets are available.

SKU: FFA4-3782
UPC: 713289193782

12x12 Fab File - XLarge
Of course, we’ve got a Fab File for 12x12! This X-large Fab File includes 5 12x12 clear plastic tabbed pockets and labeling stickers. Each pocket will hold up to 18 sheets of paper or cardstock. Pockets are ideal for project storage, too.

(Paper, cardstock, projects, kits, pages in progress)

Additional file pockets also available.

SKU: XL31-FF12x12
UPC: 852540006314

12x18 Fab File - Jumbo
The Jumbo Fab File is the ideal place to organize and preserve your children’s art and school projects. Big enough to hold 12x18” construction paper!

(Construction paper art, sketch books, gift bags/boxes, large photos)

SKU: JB-FF3512X18
UPC: 852540006353
**Album Case Fab File**
Storing and protecting your photo albums, scrapbooks, and mementos has never been easier! Labeled on the top for easy reference, this tab-lock box will protect your precious memories from light and dust.

(Strap hinge albums, mementos, and scrapbooks)

SKU: AC-FF12X13   UPC: 852540006512

**3-Ring Album Case Fab File**
Designed just for 3-Ring Albums, this Fab File will keep them safe and accessible. A handle and label on the end makes them easy to locate and share. Fits most 3-ring albums. Album NOT included.

(3-Ring albums, mementos, and scrapbooks)

SKU: XLAC-FF15x13   UPC: 852540006741

**Divider Pockets for 8.5x11/ A4 - Horizontal**
A set of 5 Divider Pockets are available for the 8.5x11/A4 Fab File. The Divider Pockets help to further organize and label your 8.5x11 cardstock, 8x8 paper, magazines, or A4-size paper and supplies.

SKU: RF-FFA4-3768   UPC: 713289193768

**Stamp, Die & Supply Storage Box**
This box is the perfect size for so many of your craft supplies.

Interior dimensions are 7.75” x 6.5” – ideal for 5x7 supplies.

Use this box with our 5x7 Stamp Pockets for stamps and our 5x7 magnetic sheets for die storage.

SKU: CMFF- 3553   UPC: 71328919553

**Stamp, Die & Supply Combo Pack**
This pack includes:
1 Stamp, Die, & Supply Fab File
5 Tabbed Stamp Pockets (5x7) with label stickers

Add our 3x6 Magnetic Sheets to the 5x7 Stamp Pockets for perfect die storage.

SKU: CMFF- CMBO-3546   UPC: 713289193546

**Add-ons available for:**
- 8x8 Fab File – 5 File Pockets & 5 Adhesive Labels
  SKU: RF-EXE5PK   UPC: 852540006529

- 6x6 Fab File – 5 File Pockets & 5 Adhesive Labels
  SKU: RF-SXS5PK   UPC: 852540006536

- 12x12 Fab File – 5 File Pockets & 5 Adhesive Labels
  SKU: RF-XL5PK    UPC: 852540006543

- A4 or 8.5x11 Fab File – 5 File Pockets & 5 Adhesive Labels
  SKU: RF-FFA4-3768   UPC: 713289193768
**Paper Handler**
Vertical paper storage for the way we craft.

All of the Paper Handlers can hold up to 300 sheets of paper and are designed with pull-up handles. Paper Handlers are a semi-rigid plastic organizer for storing paper vertically. When you want to take your supplies to a table or to a crop, the retractable handles make it simple.

**6x6 Paper Handler**
The smallest Paper Handler, this 6x6 version is a cute little powerhouse of organization. 6x6 paper pads and album supplies are perfectly kept and transported in this handy box.

SKU: PH6x6-3263  
UPC: 713289193263

**6x6 Paper Handler Combo**
The 6x6 Paper Handler Combo contains 1- 6x6 Paper Handler, 5- Tabbed file pockets, and 5- Label stickers.

SKU: CMBO-6X6PORG  
UPC: 707129212702

**8.5x11 / A4 Paper Handler**
The ideal place to organize your 8.5x11 cardstock, 8x8 paper, magazines, even A4-size paper and supplies.

SKU: PHA4-3270  
UPC: 713289193270
**8.5x11 / A4 Paper Handler Combo**
The 8.5x11/A4 Paper Handler Combo contains 1- 8.5x11/A4 Paper Handler, 5- Tabbed file pockets, and 5- Label stickers.

SKU: CMBO-A4POR
UPC: 713289193706

---

**12x12 Paper Handler**
Designed to work with our tabbed Paper Pocket (SKU P25), Collection Keeper (SKU P27) and ScrapMaster (SKU SMSO-6987). Also available as part of the Paper Manager Kit. Use our Fab File **12x12 Tabbed Divider Pockets** with this Paper Handler.

SKU: A32
UPC: 855556000321

---

**Divider Pockets for 8.5x11/ A4 Paper Handler-Vertical**
The Divider Pockets help to further organize and label your 8.5x11 cardstock, 8x8 paper, magazines, or A4-size paper and supplies.
Divider Pockets come in a set of 5

SKU: DP5-PHA4-3775
UPC: 713289193775

---

**ScrapMaster – Scrap Paper Organizer 5pk**
The ScrapMaster scrap paper organizer is the perfect solution for sorting, organizing, and storing your paper scraps. This set of 5 double-sided tabbed folders will fit comfortably into our 12×12 Paper Handler or our 12×12 Paper Junkie Paper Storage Boxes.

SKU: SMSO-6987
UPC: 852540006987
**Metal Maid**
Rolling, sturdy, intelligent items that act as an organizing Maid in your home, office, or crafting space.

**Companion Cart**
The Companion Cart has two unique features: 1) It will fit under a standard desk (26” tall, 17.5” wide, and 10” deep), and 2) All 3 of the baskets slide out for easy access. Also included with the Companion Cart, the Stadium Arranger and Tool Tower organizers fit side by side in the top basket.

SKU: CC74
UPC: 855556000741

**Companion Cart PLUS Craft Wrap Apron**
Create a mobile crafting station! To the amazing Companion Cart we’ve added a Craft Wrap Apron in your choice of 4 colors (pink, turquoise, black, or purple). Cart and Apron also sold separately.

Disclaimer: This item is picked for direct ship to customer, there is no retailing packaging available.

SKU: Varies with color
UPC: Varies with color

**Clearly Organized Divider Trays**
Maximize the organization of each of the baskets in your Companion Cart with these easy-to-assemble trays.

SKU: FT5PK20
UPC: 852540006208

**Craft Wrap Apron**
The Craft Wrap Apron is designed to wrap around our Metal Maid Companion Cart. (Apron sold separately OR with cart.) This fabric apron wraps securely around the cart to hold your supplies – 19 pockets to keep everything you’ve never found a good place for. Now you’ll have easy access to your paper trimmer, cutting platforms, scoring board, cutting mats, oversized templates, brushes, long rulers, and so much more! Wheel your cart to your work space, then wheel it back away when you’re done. This is organized crafting!

Available in 4 colors; Black, Purple, Pink, Turquoise
SKU: CW16-001BLK, CW16-502PUR, CW16-649PNK, CW16-339TUR
UPC: 713289193812, 713289193805, 713289193799, 852540006659
**Gift Wrap Apron**
The Gift Wrap Organizer Apron is designed to wrap around our [Metal Maid Companion Cart](#). *(The Companion Cart is NOT included.)* With the Gift Wrap Organizer Apron, the [Companion Cart](#) becomes a gift-wraper’s dream!

SKU: GWA21  
UPC: 852540006215

---

**Perfect Paper Cart**
The 12×12 Perfect Paper Cart will make it easy to sort, organize, store and use your paper. At 25.25” tall it’s the perfect height to roll under your desk or work table. Plus, if you remove the divider rods from the top shelf of the cart, it will easily accommodate any of our 15” [Desk Maid](#) organizers.

SKU: PACART-2573  
UPC: 707129212573

---

**Perfect Paper Cart Combo**
This is the perfect combination to get your paper organized. In addition to the rolling Perfect Paper Cart, you’ll receive 5 of our 12x12 Paper Handlers to sort your paper. All 5 Paper Handlers will fit on just one of the shelves if you take out the divider rods.

SKU: PCSXA32-2566  
UPC: 707129212566
Maid for Art
The Maid for art products are designed to help you design and create wonderful projects. Ideal for coloring, drawing, painting, stamping and scrapbooking too!

Clip & Create Rotating Design Board
The Clip & Create Rotating Design Board will not only hold your projects while you work, it will allow you to turn and flow with your art. No need to re-position every time you move to a new section - just rotate the board. Whether you’re coloring, sketching, heat embossing, painting, lettering, or creating a mixed media project, you’ll love the stability and convenience of the Clip & Create Rotating Design Board.

SKU: RCCLD-6437
UPC: 852540006437

Scrapbooker’s Rotating Design Board
You can hold your layouts in place and move things around easily when you’re using the Scrapbooker’s Rotating Design Board. Pair it with the Magnetic Design Tool Set and you’ll feel like you have an extra set of helping hands while you’re creating.

SKU: IS-SBRDB-6772
UPC: 852540006772

Magnetic Design Tool Set
This set includes a magnetic overlay with grid lines, a 13” magnetic ruler, and 8 super-strong magnets.

Use this set alone or add it to the Scrapbooker’s Rotating Design Board for even more creative control.

SKU: MAGDBO-6840
UPC: 852540006840
Desk Maid
Desk Maid products are the desk top storage solution you’ve been dreaming about. Designed for craft room organization, but you’ll love them in your office, bathroom, and garage too!

Die File
10 slide-out tabbed panels with 60 adhesive magnetic strips to organize 100s of your thin metal dies. We recommend you use this horizontally, but it can be used vertically as well. Two Die Files will fit inside 1 cube in most cube style shelving.

SKU: IS-DMDSF-6963
UPC: 852540006963

Add-On Magnet Set
Get an extra set of magnets to double your die storage in the Die File.
SKU: MG60-3607
UPC: 713289193607

Embossing Station
A hands-free heat tool holder, plus project clipboard, built-in cooling rack, and tool pocket, combine to make this your new must-have item for all of your embossing and mixed-media projects.

SKU: DMEHTH-6970
UPC: 852540006970

Hot Glue Gun Holder
Every craft room needs one of these – or two. Our Hot Glue Gun Holder is designed to work with a variety of hot glue guns.

A long glass tile catches drips. The cup at the end of the holder keeps your glue sticks handy.

SKU: HGGH-6192
UPC: 852540006192
**Tool Tower**
8 sections at different heights means nothing gets lost. Tall things at the back, short things at the front, and everything at your fingertips. When your tools are organized and easy to use, you’re more productive.

Made of solid wood and painted a bright white, this unique organizer will look great on your desk, vanity, kitchen - anywhere you need organization.

SKU: WD-TT13  
UPC: 852540006581

**Pen and Ink Palace**
You’ll love the Desk Maid Pen & Ink Palace! Fill the shelves with your double-tipped pens to keep them in the proper flat position. The staggered shelf design means nothing is hidden and everything is at your fingertips. Or load the pull-out shelves with your ink pads. Big or small, they all fit together here. You can even keep matching pens and ink pads side-by-side.

SKU: SPS12-6574  
UPC: 852540006574

**XL Pen and Ink Palace**
Sometimes bigger is better. This desktop ink pad storage organizer is perfect for all your pens, ink pads, markers, refills and more. The XL Pen & Ink Palace has 6 shelves, 5 of them pull out for full access to all your supplies. The top is a convenient storage space for refill bottles, distress tools, or more ink pads. Keep everything together all in one "palace".

SKU: SPSXL15-6895  
UPC: 852540006895

**Stadium Arranger**
With the unique "stadium" design, your most-used supplies are in view and at your fingertips. Shallow shelves provide stability and protection, while offering optimal access. No more digging through drawers or knocking things over. This also makes the Stadium Arranger perfect in the kitchen and pantry. [Clear divider boxes available separately](#).

SKU: SA10-6567  
UPC: 825240006567

**Clearly Organized Boxes – Set 2**
This set of 6 Clearly Organized Boxes is ideal for use with the Desk Maid Stadium Arranger, but you can use them anywhere you need a little organization.

Boxes ship flat. Simple assembly required.

SKU: CODB-SA10  
UPC: 852540006611
**4 Level Stamp & Supply Stadium**
This desktop craft supply storage shelf is ideal for craft room organization. The 4 Level Stamp & Supply Stadium is 4 levels high. Each level is 1.75” deep. Perfect for paint bottles, punches, glitter bottles and more. Perfect for your desk or shelf but can also be wall-mounted.

SKU: SS4L-6888
UPC: 852540006888

**6 Level Stamp & Supply Stadium**
Perfect for Wood-mounted stamps, washi tape, glitter glue, inks, thread, and more! 6 levels of organization means everything is visible and at your fingertips. Great for a desk top, but can also be wall-mounted.

SKU: SS6L-6680
UPC: 852540006680

**Die, Stamp & Supply Organizer**
Perfect for metal dies, unmounted stamps, embossing folders, planner supplies, and so much more. 6 moveable dividers. (Additional dividers also available.)

SKU: DSST-6697
UPC: 852540006697

**Die & Stamp Pockets**
Store your thin metal dies, unmounted stamps, and stencils in these clear pockets. These work perfectly in the Die, Stamp & Supply Organizer, but they’re just as useful in ScrapRack pages, Buddy Bags, or Fab Files – wherever you store your dies and stamps!

Pockets come in packages of 25 in 3 sizes (small, medium, large), or in a Variety Pack of 36 (12 each of 3 sizes).

SKU: PKSM25-6710, PKMD25-6727, PKLG25-6734, PKVP-6703
UPC: 852540006710, 852540006727, 852540006734, 852540006611
**Paper Junkie – Paper Storage Boxes**
These easy-to-use Paper Storage Boxes are one of our best sellers. Each box will hold up to 500 sheets of paper or 300 sheets of cardstock. Simple fold together design. Use with our Paper Storage Box Dividers (SKU A06)

5 per package

SKU: A26
UPC: 855556000260

**Paper Storage Box Dividers**
Tabs are designed to show above the front of our Paper Junkie Paper Storage Boxes.

10 per package

SKU: A06
UPC: 855556000062

**Paper Pockets**
Each Paper Pocket will hold 15 sheets of 12”x12” paper. Tabbed to work with our Paper Handler, but can also stand alone.

3 per package

SKU: P25
UPC: 855556000253

**Collection Keepers**
Collection Keepers are a double-sided pocket page to keep collections of paper and embellishments together. The front has 3 pockets; 4”x6”, 8”x6” and 12”x6”. The back has a big 12x12” pocket. All pockets have a slip notch closure. Tabbed to work with our Paper Handler but they can also stand alone on a shelf or in alternative storage.

3 per package

SKU: P27
UPC: 855556000277
**Flippin’ Storage Binder – 3”**
Our new and improved Flippin’ Storage Binder is the perfect place for your craft supplies. Filled with Flippin’ Storage Pages with pockets designed for 4x6 and 5x7 supplies, this storage binder is ideal for stampers, card makers and Scrapbookers, too. Stamps, dies, card blanks, embossing folders – you’ll love flippin’ through your organized supplies to find exactly what you need. Comes with 3 double-sided Flippin’ Pages but can hold up to 6.

SKU: 3INFSB-6932  UPC:852540006932

**Flippin’ Storage Binder Page – 3pk**
Add more pages to your Flippin’ Storage Binder with this add-on pack.

Package of 3 Flippin’ pages, 10 flippin’ pockets per page.

SKU: FSP3-6949  UPC: 852540006949

**Die-Namic Storage**
Stores dozens of thin metal dies.

5 louvered storage cards, 5 clear pockets, and 1 tab-lock case

SKU: DSA-07  UPC: 855556000079

**Big Fat Flippin’ Storage Binder**
This Storage Binder is a lightweight zippered 3-ring binder that is loaded with our Flippin’ Storage pocket pages. 18 pockets are 4”x6” and 15 pockets are 5”x7”, for a total of 33 flippin’ perfect craft storage pockets. Additional Flippin’ Storage Pages are available here.

All ScrapRack brand pages and dividers fit in the Big Fat Flippin’ Storage Binder.

SKU: BFFSB  UPC: 707129212733

**Cosmetic Ensemble**
This 7-pc set is the perfect way to organize your cosmetics and toiletries at home and on the go. Each vinyl case comes with an interior tray.

7 Piece set includes:

1 Large Carry All Storage Case
1 Cosmetics Basics Case
1 Liners and Lashes Case

1 Essentials Case
1 Lipstick Keeper Case
2 Brush and tool easels

SKU: CSE-7PC UPC: 852540006123

**Pop-Up Waste Paper Can**
The Pop-Up Waste Paper Can is ideal for scrapbooking crops, retreats and classes! This waste paper can compress completely flat for storage, then magically pops up to a full-size container for your scraps and garbage. At 12 inch around and 13 inches tall, its lightweight and easy to use.

SKU: POPC-3423  UPC: 713289193423
**Kiwi Lane Organizers**
Totally-Tiffany and Kiwi Lane have come together to bring organization to the Designer Template line.

**Kiwi Lane Organizer 9pc. Set**
This Kiwi Lane Organizer is the perfect place to organize and store your Kiwi Lane templates, thin metal dies, unmounted stamps, or even your paper scraps.

Includes: 1 Carry Box, 2 Border Storage Cards, 2 Mix-n-Match Storage Cards, 2 Big Square Storage Cards, 2 Triple Pocket Storage Cards. The box will hold more cards, which can be purchased separately.

SKU: KL-TTSS-6871  UPC: 852540006871

**Single Pocket Storage Cards - 4pk**
By request, here's a large single pocket for your largest templates and borders.

SKU: KL-SNGL-3577   UPC: 713289193577

**Border Storage Cards – 4pk**
Perfect for storing your Kiwi Lane borders, both large and small. Also ideal for your thin metal 12” border dies or paper scraps.

SKU: KL-BRDR-6864  UPC: 852540006864

**Mix-n-Match Storage Cards – 4pk**
Your biggest Kiwi Lane templates can fit into the big pocket in this storage card, while smaller ones fit beside.

SKU: KL-MNM-6918  UPC: 852540006918

**Big Square Storage Cards – 4pk**
Perfect for so many of the Kiwi Lane template sets. Shorter borders, bigger accessories, photo mats – they all work in this one.

SKU: KL-SQR-6857  UPC: 852540006857

**Triple Pocket Storage Cards – 4pk**
The perfect place for all your smaller templates. If you’ve got the mini accessories sets, you’ll love these storage cards.

SKU: KL-TRP-6901  UPC: 852540006901

**12X6 Supply Storage Box**
12x6 Supply Storage Box is perfect for everything from 12x6 Stickers and Scraps to Kiwi Lane Templates.

SKU: KL-SSB-3508  UPC: 713289193508
Go from **Overwhelmed** to **ORGANIZED**

Paper to washi tape, embellishments to ink pads, we’ve got the tools you need to get organized - and **FREE** organization classes too!

Join me for a **FREE** Get Organized Challenge Class! No purchase necessary, no credit card required. www.GetOrganizedChallenge.com

**What do crafters have to say?**

**About the Get Organized Challenge (GOC):**

“The GOC is life changing and applies to many areas of life. I refer back to the videos as refreshers when I am feeling cluttered in an area. The ScrapRack is a major game changer. I no longer feel overwhelmed by my stuff. I also don’t repurchase items unnecessarily because I can see what I have now.”

- Jennifer Giglotto Houk

**About Our Products:**

“Totally Tiffany gave me innovative organization products that cut my storage (hoard space) in half. Now I have more room to craft and I can find what I want! Thank you, Tiffany!”

- Rebecca Cameron

www.TheScrapRack.com